#0749 - Wesley “C”, Wesleys Do…with inspired hymns, concertos, anthems and organ solos, we reflect on the work of England’s remarkable Wesley dynasty…Charles, Samuel and Samuel Sebastian.

#0750 – Come, All Ye Faithful…in anticipation of the Christmas festival, this collection of music has an international flavor.

#0751 - An American Organist’s Christmas…from Ann Arbor to Atlanta, whether on campus or at home, in church or theater, organ music for the season resounds with glad tidings!

#0752 - A Flashy French Festival…a three-century collective of composers provides a colorful package for our holiday pleasure.

#0753 – An Organist’s Yearbook…our annual reflection on the past twelve months and projections for the future, including some of the original PIPEDREAMS elements from our first broadcasts 25 years ago.